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Abstract

This dissertation proposes a combinatorial model, program representations,
and constraint solving techniques for integrated register allocation and
instruction scheduling in compiler back-ends. In contrast to traditional
compilers based on heuristics, the proposed approach generates potentially
optimal code by considering all trade-offs between interdependent decisions as
a single optimization problem.

The combinatorial model is the first to handle a wide array of global register
allocation subtasks, including spill code optimization, ultimate coalescing,
register packing, and register bank assignment, as well as instruction
scheduling for Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processors. The model is
based on three novel, complementary program representations: Linear Static
Single Assignment for global register allocation; copy extension for spilling,
basic coalescing, and register bank assignment; and alternative temporaries
for spill code optimization and ultimate coalescing. Solving techniques are
proposed that exploit the program representation properties for scalability.

The model, program representations, and solving techniques are
implemented in Unison, a code generator that delivers potentially optimal
code while scaling to medium-size functions. Thorough experiments show
that Unison: generates faster code (up to 41% with a mean improvement
of 7%) than LLVM (a state-of-the-art compiler) for Hexagon (a challenging
VLIW processor), generates code that is competitive with LLVM for MIPS32
(a simpler RISC processor), is robust across different benchmarks such as
MediaBench and SPECint 2006, scales up to medium-size functions of up to
1000 instructions, and adapts easily to different optimization criteria.

The contributions of this dissertation are significant. They lead to a
combinatorial approach for integrated register allocation and instruction
scheduling that is, for the first time, practical (it robustly scales to medium-
size functions) and effective (it yields better code than traditional heuristic
approaches).
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